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To Reduce Animal Abuse, Eliminate
Conditions That Generate It

It’s easy to take part in RPA’s campaigns once you grasp the basic problem
they address: our institutions’ constant promotion of animal-abuse culture.
Consider the Elephant in the Newsroom campaign.
By David Cantor

Standard animal advocacy decries

each separate act of cruelty or type
of atrocity, through vegetarian
campaigns, anti-fur campaigns,
anti-vivisection campaigns, punishment, moralizing, and so forth.
Conditions that sustain animal
abuse are not addressed. These
conditions include false beliefs in
human superiority and nonhuman
inferiority, human entitlement, that
it is natural for humans to use other animals for food, clothing, and
other purposes, and ever-intensifying animal-abuse culture arising
from all of the above.
Responsible Policies for Animals’ campaigns strike at conditions
that generate and promote abuse to
eradicate abuse itself. For example,
RPA’s Campaign K-12 urges school
systems to stop teaching false and
harmful beliefs about animals and
to teach all animals’ innate equality
and personhood. The 10,000 Years
Is Enough campaign demands that
our massive network of agriculture
colleges stop teaching false and
harmful beliefs about humans,
other animals, food, nutrition, and
food policy on behalf of the meat,
dairy, fish, and egg industries.
RPA’s This Land Is Their Land
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campaign emphasizes that other
animals are crucial in covering the
planet with the soil and vegetation
that sustain humans and so much
other life.
The Elephant in the Newsroom
campaign, which I’ll discuss here,
corrects false beliefs promoted by
news that perpetuate animal-abuse
policy, culture, and practice.
You might wish to take part in
Elephant in the Newsroom once
you see how it works. Newspersons generally do not suspect they
mislead, because all that they say
and omit comports with what they
are taught from birth. I hope the
following recent examples of Elephant in the Newsroom campaign
activities will inform and motivate
you.

u Humans acquire infectious
diseases mostly from abusing other
animals. News routinely gives the
false impression that nature gives
humans smallpox, anthrax, cholera,
bubonic plague, influenza, AIDS,
Ebola, MERS, dengue fever, Zica
virus, and the rest. Here is part of
a letter from RPA to Time magazine
in response to the recent cover
article on the threat of “the next”
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infectious-disease outbreak:
If “the system for responding
to infectious disease is broken,”
a crucial method for preventing it is simple and low-tech
yet denied by our institutions:
acknowledging and disassembling animal-abuse culture.
AIDS, Ebola, MERS, influenza
– what these and nearly all of
the others have in common is
that they come to humans from
our species’ unnatural contact
with other animals.
continued on page 3

With animal-abuse
culture more
destructive than ever
before, we must push
total liberation and
equal rights with more
determination than
ever before. Be a
part of the Animal
Rights Conversation
Corps. RPA@rpa1.org.
Persons

More RPA
Activities
Here are a few highlights of

Responsible Policies for Animals’
activities since the fall 2016 issue
of Persons:
u Ninety-minute meeting
with U.S. representative’s aide
who calls herself “probably the
most animal-rights-friendly
person on Capitol Hill,” at
the Longworth Congressional
Office Building. Gave her RPA’s
political background paper now
titled “Governing for Life: How
Officials Can End Animal-Abuse
Policy, Annihilation of Nature,
and Resulting Human Misery
by Upholding the Constitution
and Its Stated Values” and other
RPA literature. Discussed RPA’s
campaigns, links between animal
abuse and human suffering, why
animal abuse has only increased
and never diminished in the past
50,000 years, and how our elected
officials can help by discussing
matters before they make the
public agenda.
u Completed 50-second RPA
Animal-Abuse Culture publicservice announcement with
Emmy-winning producer. The
PSA is circulating on the Internet
and can be viewed at www.
RPAforAll.org.
u Maintained correspondence
with state education-department
staff who replied to RPA’s
December 2016 mailing to all 50
states’ education secretaries of
RPA’s white paper “Schooling
for Life: How K-12 Schools Can
Help End Our Species’ MillenniaLong Animal-Abuse Policy,
Annihilation of Nature, and
Resulting Human Misery” (see
Persons, fall 2016).
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u Made RPA’s existence, political
theory, methods, and website
known to hundreds of scholars,
scientists, and authors known to
be interested in animal advocacy.
Thanks to RPA Information
Specialist Caleb Wistar for
providing so much of the needed
contact information.
u Wrote to the prominent globalheating expert Michael Mann
of Penn State University, urging
him to help RPA reduce Penn
State’s global-heating impact by
endorsing RPA’s 10,000 Years Is
Enough campaign to get Penn
State and our other colleges of
agriculture out of the meat, dairy,
fish, and egg industries. Raising
animals for food accounts for an
estimated 51 percent of globalheating gases – including methane,
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which heats more than 50 times as
quickly as CO2.
u Gave the talk Impacts of
Animal Abuse on All of Us –
and What To Do about Them,
and gave out RPA brochures,
at Touch Mother Earth event in
Washington, New Jersey. Thanks
to Dave Miller, organizer of this
educational and enjoyable event,
for including RPA.
u Sent RPA’s Campaign K-12
white paper “Schooling for
Life” to education departments
at universities and education
reporters. Also sent paper
to two teachers interested in
commenting to assist with next
edition. RPA continues raising
awareness of “Schooling for Life.”
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u Humans are natural plant foragers. Hunting is an innovation,
even though it began in prehistoric
times. News constantly repeats
that humans are omnivorous
hunter-gatherers, because many
scientists repeat the belief without having checked the facts that
contradict their long-held assumptions.
Recently, many news venues
celebrated Washington College
Anthropology Professor Bill
Schindler’s sensational practice
of teaching students to kill, trap,
and cut up nonhuman animals by
Stone Age methods to experience
prehistoric human practices. The
instructor has not yet answered
email asking if he can refute sources showing that human beings are
natural herbivores and hunting
is an innovation. Here is part of
an email I sent to the public-radio
show Here and Now upon hearing
its Schindler segment:
I hope you will correct the
misimpression given today
that humans evolved as
omnivores. It is not and has
never been natural for human beings to eat nonhuman
animals or to use them for any
purpose. Humans evolved
as plant-foraging herbivores,
as indicated by their bodies.
Enter “The Comparative Anatomy of Eating” in any search
engine – you’ll get the definitive, non-controversial list of
human food-related physical
traits, by a physician. Fingernails, teeth, saliva, digestive
tract – all of it is pure herbivore, none of it is omnivore or
carnivore.

u One way news promotes false
and harmful beliefs is by implying
that if humans have done something for thousands or millions of
years, it must be natural, not innovation. In reality, humans began
innovating far back in prehistoric

times. There is no calculating the
harm done to human beings, other
animals, Earth’s ecosystems, and
the biosphere due to the erroneous belief that it is natural and
healthful for humans to eat from
animals. Here is part of an email I
sent to Radio Times, a major public-radio show:
Yesterday’s expert on what
fossil hominid and human
teeth reveal about the human
diet at various times mentioned that the human diet has
changed a lot over millions of
years and continues to change.
He omitted the basic reality
that those diet changes are not
natural but are cultural changes; changes in practice due to
innovation wrought by the
human imagination, not from
changes in the human body.
The human body remains that
of a plant foraging herbivore.
This is crucially important for
the public to understand ….

u As shown in eye-opening
books like Less Than Human, Worse
Than War, and Eternal Treblinka:
Our Treatment of Animals and the
Holocaust, persecution of human
groups is rooted in persecution of
nonhuman animals. I submitted
this to newspapers that reported
on vandalism at Jewish cemeteries
early in 2017:
I don’t believe anti-Semitism,
racism, misogyny, and other
prejudice can be eradicated
until we eliminate the belief
that any being can be less than
human.
Manufacturing weapons,
exterminating their natural
predators, and rationalizing
the practice, [early humans]
eventually invented animosity
toward human victims out of
self-interest, portraying target
groups as less than human,
characterizing them as “pred-

ators,” “vermin,” “cockroaches,” “swine,” and other beings
wrongly presumed unworthy
of life.

u Responsible Policies for Animals has long urged Philadelphia
public-radio station WHYY-FM to
stop promoting the Philadelphia
Zoo. Zoos are a major factor in
animal-abuse culture, teaching
that human beings are entitled
to other animals, perpetuating
animal-abuse culture. This June,
WHYY not only celebrated the
birth of a baby gorilla into captivity at the Zoo but falsely implied
that the birth was part of a supposedly significant effort by the Zoo
to help endangered species. Here
is a part of RPA’s email:
Promoting the Philadelphia
Zoo and its gorilla exhibit =
promoting animal-abuse policy and culture, a root cause of
nearly all human misery and
our species’ annihilation of the
living world which breaks so
many hearts, ruins so many
lives, and which so many dedicated people are working to
reverse. …
Many years ago, concerned
about the station’s promotions
of the Philadelphia Zoo (nearly
2,000 nonhuman animals imprisoned in 42 acres, some of
them … mocked … by “educational” signs), I faxed WHYY
explaining … that the amount
of money the Zoo spent on
aid to endangered species was
less than the Zoo president’s
salary.

u While excluding animal liberationists’ challenge to our species’
presumed entitlement to other
animals and their natural homes,
news promotes awareness-raising
and heartwarming stories without
any strategy for reducing animal
abuse. Here is part of a letter I
sent to Fresh Air host Terri Gross
continued next page
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after her interview with a nature
photographer:
I appreciate the concern,
courage, earnestness, and
talent of your photographer
guest who hopes his head-on
close-up pictures of nonhuman animals’ faces will get
human beings to care enough
… to prevent our species from
driving … them extinct. But
as a full-time animal advocate
for nearly three decades, … I
can’t think of anything more
naïve ….
Nonhuman animals’ plight
does not result from a lack of
caring on human beings’ part.
It comes from thousands of
years of animal-abuse policy,
culture, and practice ….

u The pet industry is a major

source of animal abuse. Not only
because of puppy mills, dogfighting, and other atrocities long
decried by animal advocates, but
because making animals docile
and defenseless and making them
private property of human beings
makes them especially subject to
cruelty, neglect, and accidents. According to the Association of Veterinarians for Animal Rights’ Guide
to Congenital and Heritable Disorders
in Dogs, just breeding dogs subjects
this one enslaved species to more
than 330 distinct health problems.
Here is part of a letter I sent to the
staff of Radio Times along with the
book mentioned in the letter:
In the hope that you will seriously consider hosting discussions of the “down side” of
the pet industry and pet ownership, I am sending you this

important groundbreaking book,
Slaves of Our Affection: The Myth
of the Happy Pet, by a veterinarian who closed his practice after
concluding that the pet industry
and the allied industries that
sustain it are unethical, sources
of unjustified suffering rather
than the generally touted happiness.
RPA also sent Slaves of Our Affection
to a veteran reporter who in 2008
wrote a detailed article on RPA and
its animal-rights endeavor. We
continue to circulate this important eye-opening book, enabling
animal-lovers to consider whether
pets can really lead fulfilling lives
or whether they only serve human
beings.

Let Lit. Live

Help distribute RPA’s free brochures, white papers, and factsheets. See www.RPAforAll.org. Or email. Or call.
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